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Classes and Objects
To write a computer program, we break up a problem into several jobs, or classes as
we call them, so that some number of people with those jobs can work together to
accomplish the task we want. The code we need to write defines the classes needed, giving a description of
what a "person" needs to know and what resources they need to have in order to do that.

In order to accomplish the, objects, the "people" in the computer, are created and assigned those jobs. These
people have certain relationships among themselves. One particular class will know how to get the whole
thing started; the program is started by giving it that message. The objects then work together, passing along
instructions to the others they are related to, until the task is done.

In these questions, a description is given of how a task is done. Identify the different classes by putting
a box around the name of each, and write nearby the number of objects with that class. Then, list
what each class has and can do.

Example: A castle consists of five towers connected by walls. When the king1 wants to build a new castle,
he tells each of his tower builders5 to build a tower, and tells each of his wall builders5 to build a wall.

King:
Has: five wall builders and five tower builders.
Can: Build a castle by telling each tower builder to build a tower, then telling each wall builder to
build a wall.

Tower Builder:
Has: tools, bricks, mortar
Can: Build a tower by stacking up bricks in a cylinder with mortar between.

Wall Builder:
Has: tools, bricks, mortar
Can: Build a wall by stacking up bricks in a line with mortar between.

. 1 In a music video, the lead singer is told to sing the phrase "Mary had a little lamb;" he does so, then
cues his three backup singers to echo him. Next, he is told to sing "it's fleece was white as snow;"
again, he sings, then cues the backups to echo.



. 2 A contractor, when asked to build a house, tells a mason to pour the foundation, then has four
carpenters build the walls.

. 3 In order to make a loaf of bread, a farmer has to ask a hundred wheat plants to grow, then harvest
them and bake them.

. 4 Challenge: Suppose that you want to get ten people to build a human pyramid. Describe what classes
of people you would define, and what the can and has of each would be. You don't have to be too
specific, and there is no "right" answer to this question (although there are many wrong ones).


